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Welcome!
•
•
•
•
•
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Thank you for joining the Webinar
Please confirm your device is on “mute” and your camera off
Technical difficulties: mlee@cpo.on.ca
Questions during presentation: CHAT (bottom of screen)
These slides available on College Website:
http://www.cpo.on.ca/Peer_Assisted_Review.aspx
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Agenda
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Legislative background and requirements
Philosophy guiding the PAR
Assessor/Reviewer qualifications
Objectivity
Preparing for the Review
How to Conduct the Review
Rating system, recommendations, new Report format
Administrative items
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Learning Objectives
Have the information required to:
a) Conduct fair and impartial reviews, consistent with legislative
requirements
b) Provide reviews consistent in scope and detail with other reviews
c) Ensure that the experience is positive and useful to those being reviewed,
co-reviewers and you

11/24/2020
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Minimum Requirements for Quality Assurance Program/
Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 18
All Health Regulatory Colleges:
80.1 (a) continuing education or professional development
(b) self, peer and practice assessments; and
(c) a mechanism for the College to monitor members’
participation in, and compliance with, the quality assurance
program

11/24/2020
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O. Reg. 209/94: GENERAL
under Psychology Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 38
Peer and Practice Assessment
9. (1) Each year the Committee shall select members to undergo a peer and practice

assessment to assess the members’ knowledge, skill and judgment. O. Reg. 73/15, s. 1.
(2) A member shall undergo a peer and practice assessment if,
(a) the member’s name is selected randomly from the entire membership;
(b) the member’s name is selected by stratified random sampling; or
(c) the member has failed to participate in self-assessment. O. Reg. 73/15, s. 1.
(3) An assessor or assessors shall evaluate the member’s knowledge, skill and
judgment by way of a peer and practice assessment, prepare a written report that
may include recommendations and provide the report to the Committee and the
member, along with a notice of the member’s right to make written submissions to
the Committee. O. Reg. 73/15, s. 1.
11/24/2020
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PAR Outcomes
After member has
opportunity to respond,
Committee may do any
one of :
Take no Further Action
Committee Review of
PAR
• Required (NO SAG)
• Random Selection
• Stratified Random
Selection

Take any action listed in Code subsection
80.2 (1) if member’s knowledge, skill or
judgment is unsatisfactory
Grant member a specified period of time
to address recommendations in report
Direct that the member undergo a
second peer and practice assessment

• SCERP; +/or
• Terms, Conditions,
Limitations; +/or
• Refer to ICRC

Purpose of Review/
Fundamental Principles

• Public protection via member support
• Collaboratively, supportively help
reviewee take stock of and enhance
knowledge, skill and judgment
• Not investigation or “fishing”
• Mutual professional development
11/24/2020
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Review Team
• College Appointed Assessor + Member Nominated
Reviewer
• Both:
• Agents of College
• Active, supportive, constructive
• Sufficiently familiar with nature of the reviewee’s
practice to understand the demands and challenges the
reviewee faces
11/24/2020
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Assessor Matching
• Reviews: “orientation neutral”
• Broad range of different orientations and approaches across
profession
• Familiarity and respect/tolerance for another approach is
required and sufficient
• Is approach reasonable given client population?
• Is there established empirical evidence that reviewee
choices are contraindicated?
• Are competent practitioners doing such work?
• Be open to learning more about their work

11/24/2020
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College Appointed Assessors

• Practices matched by College
• Practice > 5 years, currently practicing
• Expected to notify College if reasonable apprehension of bias,
conflict of interest, dual relationship
• Will likely have reviewed/been reviewed; may provide
leadership
• Staff confidentially review potential Reviewers’ history, ensures
no risk re: credibility and integrity of the process
• Responsibility for providing Reviewee with copy of report and
notification of right to make submissions to the College within
14 days of receipt of report

11/24/2020
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Member Nominated Reviewers
Reviewee provides proposed nominee with College document
prompting consideration of whether
• Desire to assist peers to help improve and enhance practice
• Strong sense of professional responsibility, commitment to peer
support
• Strong knowledge of the standards, legislation, policies and
guidelines relevant to practice
• Practice> 5 years, currently practising
• No conflict of interest
No attestations required; due to possible sensitivity of information,
potential reviewers not expected to provide reasons for declining an
invitation

11/24/2020
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Support by Member Nominated Reviewers
• May be colleague who knows and understands member’s
practice
• Support important but public interest primary
• May prompt member with factual information but should NOT
answer on behalf of, or advocate for, member
• Recognize: in public and Reviewee’s interest for difficulties to
be identified and addressed in the PAR

11/24/2020
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Objectivity
Actual or Appearance of:
• Conflict of Interest: A situation in which one influences outcomes in a way that
that unfairly benefits themselves or any other person or entity either directly or
indirectly- can be a monetary, professional, personal or private interest
• Bias: A situation in which an informed person, viewing the matter realistically
and practically would reasonably conclude that one was not acting fairly and
impartially
• Reviewers: openly acknowledge and manage dual relationship to ensure public
interest primary

11/24/2020
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COI/ Reasonable Perception of Bias?

1. Reviewee is someone you were once
friendly with in graduate school but
haven’t been in touch in decades?
2. Reviewee is a referral source?
3. Reviewee is a peer on a task force?
4. Reviewee provides supportive
counselling to women undergoing
abortion and you have strong views
against the right to choice?

11/24/2020
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Pre-Review Preparation
• Review :
• Pre- Review Questionnaire
• Relevant Standards of Professional Conduct, CPA Code of
Ethics, Legislation, definitions of authorized areas of
practice and populations
• Consider applying questions on report form to own practice
• Reflect on any differences you are aware of between your own
practice and the one you are going to review

11/24/2020
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Discussions with Co-Reviewer
• Talk before review
• Confirm agreement re: roles
• Discuss:
• Who takes the lead
• How to deal with challenges, disagreements
• How to randomly select files
• Ensure tone will be collegial and that both are open minded and objective
• Be open about own strengths, possible challenges

11/24/2020
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Communication with Reviewee
• ASAP
• Set tone for collegiality: opportunity for practice
enhancement, not investigation
• Briefly discuss clinical orientations, professional
interests
• Confirm and clarify:

• Where, when, how file selection will take place
• Remind SAG, CPD: all materials for past 2 years
must be provided at time of review
• Scheduling
• Your duty of confidentiality re: information
about them and their clients

11/24/2020
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• Give member opportunity to offer anything relevant they would like you to
review, eg.., recent performance reviews, institutional audits results, results of
efficacy measures;
• Remind: contact information of past Reviewees provided, all past Reviewee
survey results on website;
• Make sure member has an opportunity ask questions, have questions answered

11/24/2020
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Conducting Review

Knowledge, skill and judgment considered over 9 domains:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Practice Setting/Office
Professional Conduct
Professional Services
Supervision and/or Consultation and/or Other Non-Direct
Services
Administrative
Research/Teaching/Academic
Record Keeping
File Review
Self-Assessment and Continuing Professional Development

Sample Questions Provided on Report Form- to stimulate
discussion

11/24/2020
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Facilitating Reflection
• Objective: Safe discussion and reflection
• “When?”, “What?”, “How?” instead of “Why?”
• Why didn’t you involve the shared custody parent
in the consent process?

How do you know when to look at the Custody/Access
agreement?
What do you look for in the agreement?
How do you know when you have to involve the other
parent?

• Invite reviewee into discussion of your observations
and whether there are opportunities for growth
11/24/2020
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1. Practice Setting
• May be brief; no need to provide detailed description, unless anything
unusually positive or concerning
• Less detail required in accredited institutional setting, eg., hospital
• Attend to:
• client’s comfort, privacy
• whether conditions appropriate for the service
• privacy and security for clients, confidential materials
• If conducting technology mediated review:
• facetime/zoom/skype tour
• much can be learned by asking questions

11/24/2020
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When More Than One Practice Location

• What information will allow you to provide opinion
about knowledge, skill, judgment?
• Less opportunity to review member’s ethics or
professional judgment where regulated institutional
structure like hospital, school, prison
• Make reasoned, principled decision based on:
• Activities/proportion of time spent at each
location
• Differences re: institutional controls on
practice/oversight by others/collaborative work
• Practice risks at each; peer support v. isolation

11/24/2020
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2. Professional Services
Suggested areas to explore:

• Are services provided in accordance with member’s authorized areas and population?
• Be familiar with Standard 5.1 (Competence):
• Practical Application: …nature of the client’s presenting difficulties (as opposed
to nature of service) will generally determine whether the member has the
appropriate and required authorization.
• Practical Application: … not always clear demarcations with respect to
population groups, particularly with respect to age. … determine whether in all
of the circumstances, the person’s status is consistent with the status of those
they are authorized to work with. …whether the person’s abilities, life
circumstances and challenges are consistent with those normally expected
within the population groups the member is authorized to work with.
• System leaves room for judgment; If unsure, recommend that Reviewee follow up
with College, note in report
11/24/2020
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• Is member competent to provide particular services provided, even if
authorized?
• Respect Reviewee’s right to choose clinical orientation, tools, techniques,
interventions, etc.
• Threshold for concern:
• Practice contradicted by generally accepted body of evidence
• Reviewer able to provide cogent argument against practice
• Does member make reasonable clinical decisions, reflect on interventions and
tools used?

11/24/2020
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3. Professional Conduct
• Ethical knowledge, conduct, e.g.,
• Objectivity
• Mandatory reporting
• Billing
• Contingency plans for unexpected absence
• Informed consent
• Communication re: confidentiality

11/24/2020
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4. Supervision, Consultation, Other Non-Direct Services
• Scope/reach of influence broader than direct service
• Obtain understanding of scope of activities
• Review adequacy of supervision contracts, formal consultation agreements,
supervisee files
• Is relevant level of accountability clear to Reviewee and made clear to
supervisees, consultees, other stakeholders?
• If unclear, describe and identify areas of uncertainty
• Are billing and advertising practices appropriate in supervision situations?
• Does supervisor own the client record?

11/24/2020
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5. Administrative
• Are member’s administrative activities consistent with Standards?
• best efforts to ensure that their work setting adheres to the Standards of
Professional Conduct (2017) in the planning, delivery, supervision and billing
practices of all psychological services provided
• Fairness (vs. harassment/ abuse)
• Does organization pose obstacles to compliance with Standards?
• How does member respond to challenges in work setting?

11/24/2020
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6. Research/Teaching/Academic
• Adherence to ethical principles
• Adherence to Standards

11/24/2020
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7. Record Keeping
• Awareness of & adherence to relevant privacy
legislation
• Practices re: consent for collection, use, access/
disclosure of personal and personal health
information
• Appropriate security when transmitting
information
• Appropriate retention of records
• Designated Health Information Custodian with
ability to access records, when/if needed
11/24/2020
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7. File Review (Selection)
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

11/24/2020

Minimum of 2 cases
Should be representative of current practice
If practice varied, should be variety of files
If different storage modalities (paper, electronic), should
review each
Must be random selection by Reviewers
Method of random selection at discretion of Reviewers
Can reach into file drawer/ select from list of all files (member
could indicate nature of work, size, complexity on list)…
Assessor and Reviewer must both look at files
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7. File Review (Contents)
• Adequacy and Quality of information: does the file provide enough information
to understand services provided, goals, progress, plans…?
• Does file tell reasonable “story”?
• If you took over case, would the file provide you with sufficient information?

11/24/2020
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7. File Review (Case Discussion)
• Key opportunity to explore:
• Quality of service provision
• Clinical decision- making process
• Quality of relationships, interactions with clients
• Awareness of apparent transference/countertransference issues
/boundaries (if relevant to service)
• Whether self-reflection, learning from positive and negative experiences

11/24/2020
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Self Assessment Guide and CPD

• Most recent SAG and CPD documents
• Must review; if not available, query and explain in report
• Self awareness of strengths/challenges?
• Recognition of importance of CPD?
• Concordance of activities, goals with nature of practice?
• Goals specific, measurable, attainable, relevant, and timebased?
• Self-Care orientation (College does not require disclosure of
actual plan)
• If near end of CPD cycle: generally reasonable number and mix of
credits?
• Not an audit; If unclear, recommend Reviewee contact College

11/24/2020
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Ratings: Subjectivity/Thresholds
• No litmus test for a “Pass”
• In this process you are a “peer”, not an “expert”
• Can you provide a reasoned and reasonable explanation for
any concerns, based in the information you have reviewed?
• Your report is only one data point;
• Reviewee has an opportunity to provide additional
information before QA Committee reviews Report;
• Committee may also ask questions

11/24/2020
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Ratings and Outcome
1. Meets (not exceeds) standards without any
qualification
2. Would meet standards with minor
modifications
3. Significantly below standards
• “standard”
= Minimum reasonably expected of
competent, ethical, autonomous
practitioner
≠ Gold Standard or Best Practice
• Do not create new standards
11/24/2020
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If Concerns Apparent
• Remember: objective = identifying learning needs, not censure
• Is member amenable to discussion, suggestions for growth v.
confrontational/adversarial?
• Suggestions could be appropriate when Standards have been
met without qualification
• When public interest at risk, must let College know
• Make Recommendations if not at minimum standard reasonably
expected for competent, ethical practice

11/24/2020
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Recommendations:
9. (3) An assessor or assessors shall evaluate the member’s knowledge, skill and
judgment by way of a peer and practice assessment, prepare a written report that
may include recommendations and provide the report to the Committee and the
member, along with a notice of the member’s right to make written submissions to
the Committee. O. Reg. 73/15, s. 1.
…
(5) …the Committee may,
…
(c) grant the member a specified period of time to address the
recommendations in the report; …
ONTARIO REGULATION 209/94

11/24/2020
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The Report (1)
• Assessor and Reviewer participate in formulating and sign
report
• Primarily written for QA Committee: explain concerns Committee may ask for more information
• Also written for member
• validate what is done well
• constructive, useful information for practice enhancement
• Discuss all reported concerns with Reviewee- do not provide
any information to College that Reviewee does not see
• Note Reviewee’s receptivity to recommendations

11/24/2020
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The Report (2)
• May openly reflect on what you have learned
• Helpful ideas discovered may be shared by College with membership
• Ideally, where areas of disagreement between any of the participants (including
between Assessor and Reviewer), open discussion will lead to resolution
• A “Peer” Review, not an “Expert” Review
• Legitimate debate can lead to growth
• Can describe areas of disagreement, uncertainty in Report; Committee/Staff can
provide input
• Sample Completed Report Available on College Website

The Report (3)
In addition to providing report to College, statute requires:
• Assessor must provide member reviewed with the report and inform them of
right to make submissions directly to College within 14 days of receiving report
• Provide to member no later than time provided to College
Committee requests: typed or printed (new fillable form)

11/24/2020
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Regulated Health Professions Act, 1991, S.O. 1991, c. 18Confidentiality
36 (1) Every person employed, retained or appointed for the
purposes of the administration of this Act, …shall keep
confidential all information that comes to his or her knowledge
in the course of his or her duties and shall not communicate any
information to any other person …..
• Relates to information about the review as well as any client
records
• Contact the College or lawyer before disclosing any
information beyond making report to College

11/24/2020
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Technologically Mediated PAR
•
•
•
•

Currently, optional
Some success to date
Use virtual platform suitable for on-line therapy/assessment
Client records, forms may only be shared using a College approved web-based
collaborative platform such as SharePoint or through some other secure means.

Compensation

• A voluntary activity
• Currently: token one day per diem compensation in keeping
with College policy (half day for review, half day for reporting)
• + partial overhead allowance for private practitioners who
derive more than half of their income from self employment
• Reimbursement of reasonable expenses, subject to College
Policy on Expense Reimbursement
• Pre- approval of expenses is required if it is necessary to go out
of town to conduct a review

11/24/2020
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Other Benefits
• Knowledge acquisition
• CPD credits (A6b):
1 hour=1 credit, to a maximum of 10
• Opportunity to build and benefit from an enriched local psychology community

11/24/2020
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Questions/Feedback
Questions now ???
Questions later: qualityassurance@cpo.on.ca
Julie Hahn, QA Coordinator: jhahn@cpo.on.ca
Barry Gang, Deputy Registrar & Director of Professional Affairs:
bgang@cpo.on.ca
• Feedback : please complete the survey you will receive shortly
•
•
•
•
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